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Effective Software Test Automation: Developing an Automated Software Testing ToolSybex, 2004
Whatever its claims, commercially available testing software is not automatic. Configuring it to test your product is almost as time-consuming and error-prone as purely manual testing.

There is an alternative that makes both engineering and economic sense: building your own, truly automatic tool. Inside, you’ll learn a repeatable,...


		

Mining Google Web Services: Building Applications with the Google APISybex, 2004
Virtually everyone sees Google as, hands down, the best online search tool. Now you can use and improve on Google technology in your own applications. 

Mining Google Web Services teaches you dozens of techniques for tapping the power of the Google API. Google already gives you fine-grained control over your search criteria, and...


		

Designing Highly Useable SoftwareSybex, 2004
It’s not easy to build, but as this book demonstrates, it’s well worth the effort. Highly useable software is highly successful software—and everyone wins.

Inside, an accomplished programmer who has made usability his business systematically explores the world of programming showing you how every aspect of the work is...






		

Maya 4.5 SavvySybex, 2003
Maya is famed for its intuitive interface, and yet this high-end 3D application is so powerful that no one masters it without help. Maya 4.5 Savvy  is an update to the successful Mastering Maya 3 and provides precisely the help you need to take your skills to the next level, regardless of your field and how much or little you...


		

Mac OS X Power Tools, Second EditionSybex, 2004
The latest version of Mac OS X (v10.3, Panther) is here, and noted expert Dan Frakes has once again worked day and night to discover and document the best ways for Mac users -- of all experience levels to get things done. This completely revised and updated second edition of Mac OS X Power Tools provides tips, shortcuts, and...


		

Coder to Developer: Tools and Strategies for Delivering Your SoftwareSybex, 2004
No one can disparage the ability to write good code. At its highest levels, it is an art. But no one can confuse writing good code with developing good software. The difference—in terms of challenges, skills, and compensation—is immense.

Coder to Developer: Tools and Strategies for Delivering Your Software helps you...






		

Flash MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2003
Flash began its career humbly as    a great tool for adding low-bandwidth animations to websites. Since those hallowed    days, the application has grown by leaps and bounds! Yes, Flash can still animate,    but it can also be used to create amazingly complex, interactive products,...


		

PHR/SPHR: Professional in Human Resources Certification Study GuideSybex, 2003
Whether you’re an HR professional seeking to validate the skills and knowledge acquired through years of practical experience or a relative newcomer to the HR field looking to strengthen your resume, the PHR and SPHR certifications from the Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI) provide you with the means to do so. The PHR/SPHR:...


		

Ground-Up JavaSybex, 2003
This is the first effective Java book for true beginners. Sure, books before now focused on basic concepts and key techniques, and some even provided working examples on CD. Still, they lacked the power to transform someone with no programming experience into someone who sees, who really “gets it.”

Working with Ground-Up...






		

The Hidden Power of Flash ComponentsSybex, 2003
You don't have to be a programmer to achieve amazing effects with the hundreds of Flash components available from Macromedia and various third parties. Step by step, The Hidden Power of Flash Components shows you how.

For those of you with just a little programming experience, this book also demonstrates how to build your own...


		

CCSP: Complete Study Guide (642-501, 642-511, 642-521, 642-531, 642-541)Sybex, 2005
This Study Guide is an introduction to the Cisco Certified Security Professional (CCSP) certification
track. It will help improve your Cisco security skills so that you can have more
opportunities for a better job or job security. Security experience has been the buzzword and
it will continue to be because networks need security....

		

MCSA/MCSE 2003 JumpStartSybex, 2003
This unique book provides aspiring Microsoft professionals with a solid foundation in computer, networking, and operating systems fundamentals before embarking on a comprehensive MCSA or MCSE study program.




MCSA/MCSE 2003 JumpStart: Computer and Network Basics gives you the solid grounding you need to approach...
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